S
coring systems based on physiologic abnormalities have been successful in measuring severity of illness among critically ill patients. Severity scores are used in clinical research to demonstrate equivalency of study and control patients, as inclusion criteria for study enrollment, and for risk stratification in outcome comparisons. Examples include Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) III (1), Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) II (2) , and the Mortality Probability Model (MPM) II (3) . Each of these prognostic models has been used to compare observed outcomes to a case-mix-adjusted benchmark for hospital mortality based on outcomes that reflect the efficacy of treatment during 1988 -1992.
Studies using APACHE III, SAPS II, and MPM II within independent intensive care unit (ICU) databases have reported a predicted mortality that was significantly different from observed (4, 5) . These differences between observed and expected mortality might have been caused by poor model design, variations in quality of care, or inadequate case-mix-related adjustment. Proposed reasons for inadequate case mix adjustment have included inadequate diagnostic data (6), unreliable Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score assessment (7, 8) , international and regional differences (9, 10) , variations in patient referral patterns (11, 12) , and differing selection for and timing of ICU admission (13). In addition, predicted outcomes are likely to be influenced by changes in the effectiveness of therapy over time (5, 6) , the frequency of decisions to forgo lifesustaining therapy (14), care before and after ICU admission (13, 15), and the frequency of early discharge to skilled nursing facilities (16).
Strategies suggested to improve the accuracy of prognostic models include a) reestimating the coefficients for each original variable for a specific population; or b) adding a population-specific variable customized to the original model (17). Both types of customization have resulted in improved calibration for aggregate patient samples but have not adequately adjusted for poor uniformity of fit within patient subgroups (5, 18 -20) . These findings suggest that recalibrated models fail to account for important patient risk factors and that remodeling is needed.
Since APACHE III was published (1, 21), we have repeatedly assessed its calibration using patient data collected during subsequent time periods. For patient data collected between 1993 and 1996, the original APACHE III model (version H) had a standardized mortality ratio (SMR) of 1.01 in the entire patient sample, but calibration was not perfect (Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic ϭ 48.71, p Ͻ .01) (22). In 1998, APACHE III version H was revised and updated using data collected between 1993 and 1996. The revised model (APACHE III version I) had an SMR ϭ 1.00 and a Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic ϭ 24.2 (p Ͻ .01) in the validation set (unpublished data). In 2004 we reassessed the accuracy of APACHE III version I using patient data collected between 2002 and 2003. The SMR was 0.93 and the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic ϭ 273.6 (p Ͻ .001). These results indicated that this equation needed to be remodeled.
We had a different experience in assessing the calibration of the equation that predicts hospital mortality for patients admitted after coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery. The original APACHE III model for predicting hospital mortality after CABG surgery (23) was poorly calibrated when tested using 1993-1996 patient data and was therefore remodeled using data for patients admitted between 1993 and 1996. The SMR was 1.00 and the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic ϭ 11.0 (p Ͼ .10) for the complete data set (unpublished data). When this equation was revalidated in 2004 using data collected during 2002 and 2003, the SMR was 0.997.
In this report, we describe APACHE IV, an improved and updated model for predicting group hospital mortality among critically ill patients and the previously remodeled equation for predicting hospital mortality after CABG surgery. Instead of developing a new APACHE IV score, our remodeling efforts were built on the success of severity scoring using the physiologic variables and weights of APACHE III. Our efforts, however, went beyond fitting a new logistic regression equation and developing new coefficients for each variable in a new ICU patient sample. Instead, using recent patient data we developed new predictor variables and used refined statistical methods to develop and validate an improved predictive model that is available in the public domain.
METHODS
The data for this study consisted of a nonrandomized observational cohort of 131,618 consecutive ICU admissions. Data were collected for patients admitted between January 1, 2002, and December 31, 2003, at 104 intensive or coronary care units in 45 hospitals. The 104 units were selected because each had installed an APACHE III computerized data collection and analysis system. Each hospital provided information about the type of ICU where data were collected, hospital bed size, geographic location, and teaching status. Patient data were entered on site using a software program that included computerized pick lists, automated error checks, and calculation of physiologic means and gradients. Some units entered data via electronic interfaces with laboratory and clinical information systems. The procedures used for data collection were based on prior reliability studies (1, 24) and field experience (16). Our methods for training data collectors and for ensuring accuracy have been previously described (22) .
Patient Information and Exclusions. Patient data generated as a result of patient care and recorded in the medical record were collected concurrently or in some cases retrospectively for consecutive unselected intensive or coronary care unit admissions. Informed consent was not obtained because of Institutional Review Board waivers during prior studies (1). We excluded and did not collect data for patients who had been admitted for Ͻ4 hrs, patients with burns, patients Ͻ16 yrs of age, and except for hepatic and renal transplantation, patients admitted after transplant operations. We excluded patients missing an acute physiology score on ICU day 1 and those remaining in hospital for Ͼ365 days. To avoid counting more than one hospital outcome for the same patient, analysis included only a patient's first ICU admission. We also excluded from analysis patients admitted from another ICU during the same hospitalization. We did this because extensive life support before ICU admission biases the prognostic implications of first ICU day physiologic measures. Outcomes recorded for each patient included the exact duration (in hours) of ICU and hospital length of stay and mortality at ICU and hospital discharge.
The data collected for each patient are summarized in Table 1 . The data included age, chronic health conditions, and physiologic data required to calculate an acute physiology score (APS) of APACHE III. The APS was based on the worst measurement for each component on ICU day 1. Each of the three variables rather than the composite APACHE III score was used in the mortality model. We also re- corded the primary reason for ICU admission (ICU admission diagnosis), the patient's location (admission source), length of stay before ICU admission, whether a patient received mechanical ventilation or underwent emergency surgery, PaO 2 /FIO 2 ratio, and whether sedation or paralysis resulted in an inability to assess GCS score. Each patient's primary reason for ICU admission (ICU admission diagnosis) was recorded by selecting one of 430 diseases, injuries, surgical procedures, or events that was most immediately threatening to the patient and required the services of the intensive or coronary care unit. Each ICU admission diagnosis was first classified as nonoperative or postoperative, next by body system or a transplant or trauma-related category, and then by diagnosis. A residual "other" category was used for unlisted diagnoses within each body system, transplant, and trauma category. For patients with acute myocardial infarction we recorded infarct location (anterior, inferior, lateral, non-Q-wave, posterior, other, unknown) and whether the patient received thrombolytic therapy within 24 hrs pre-or post-ICU admission.
Data collected for patients admitted after CABG surgery are summarized in Table 2 . Measurements that were unique for patients admitted after CABG surgery included female gender, number of grafts, whether an internal mammary graft was used, and whether the patient had diabetes, prior CABG surgery, or myocardial infarction during the current hospitalization. A detailed description of these demographic, clinical, and physiologic variables has been previously reported (1, 21, 22) and is available along with instructions for their calculation and use in predicting hospital mortality at www.criticaloutcomes.cerner.com.
Development of the APACHE IV Model for Predicting Hospital Mortality. For each patient we estimated the probability of hospital mortality using a multivariate logistic regression procedure. The predictor variables used by the APACHE IV model for patients who did not have CABG surgery are shown in Table 1 . The age, APS, and prior length of stay variables were allowed to have nonlinear relationships with outcomes using restricted cubic regression splines (25). Splines allow estimation of a nonlinear relationship between a variable and an outcome and replace less accurate techniques that assume the relationship is linear. Cut points (knots) are chosen and a separate coefficient is included for each interval between knots. A restricted cubic spline transformation (26) was used to expand age and the APS to five nonlinear terms and previous length of stay to four nonlinear terms. The prior length of stay variable was measured as a continuous rather than an integer variable as was done in APACHE III. Among the items listed in Table 1 , four were tested as new predictor variables: a) whether a patient was mechanically ventilated; b) whether a patient with acute myocardial infarction received thrombolytic therapy; c) an adjustment for the differing prognostic implications of the GCS and PaO 2 /FIO 2 ; and d) the impact of inability to assess GCS due to sedation or paralysis. The later variable was tested as a means for reducing predictive inaccuracies caused by defaulting GCS to normal when assessment was not possible (8) .
We examined the 430 ICU admission diagnoses to determine whether there were a sufficient number of patients and deaths to enable us to create a greater number of specific diagnostic categories than included in APACHE III. New categories were selected based on their frequency, their clinical homogeneity, and the impact of each diagnosis on hospital mortality. Unlisted and infrequent diagnoses were placed into residual body system related "other" categories. This resulted in an increase in the number of diagnostic categories from 78 in the 1991 APACHE III, version H model (21, 22) to 116 in APACHE IV. A list of the 430 ICU admission diagnoses and the 116 mapped categories used for APACHE IV predictions are available at www. criticaloutcomes.cerner.com. Table 2 displays the variables used in a multivariate logistic regression procedure for estimating the probability of hospital mortality for patients admitted after CABG surgery. Among the ten predictor variables shown, eight have been previously reported (23) and two, length of stay before ICU admission and whether a patient had diabetes, were added during remodeling in 1998. This analysis also used a restricted cubic spline transformation similar to that used for non-CABG patients.
Analysis. The APACHE IV hospital mortality equation was estimated using a randomly selected patient group that comprised 60% of the database (training set). We then compared observed and predicted hospital mortality for individual patients within the excluded group (validation set): The default categories with a zero coefficient (reference patient) had the following characteristics. Admission diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (other), no emergency surgery, admitted to ICU directly or from emergency room or a stepdown unit, no chronic health item, APS ϭ 0, able to have GCS measured, GCS of 15, and not on a ventilator. All calculations were performed using SAS version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and S-Plus 6.2 (Insightful Corporation, Seattle, WA). To compare observed and predicted mortality for all ICU admissions and across patient subgroups, we calculated an SMR by dividing observed by mean predicted hospital mortality.
To assess the accuracy of APACHE IV hospital mortality predictions within the validation set, we used multiple analytic methods. To test the ability of the model to distinguish patients who die from patients who live (discrimination), we used the area under a receiver operating characteristic curve (AU-ROC) (27). Values above 0.80 indicate good discrimination. To test the degree of correspondence between observed and predicted mortality over the entire range of risk (calibration), we used three methods. First, we graphically displayed calibration by plotting observed and predicted mortality across all risk ranges (28). Second, we used goodness-of-fit testing to evaluate calibration across deciles of risk using the Hosmer-Lemeshow C statistic (29). Third, we used a Cox chi-square test to evaluate the equivalence of observed and predicted hospital mortality in aggregate and within subgroups defined by each predictor variable. A significance criterion of p Ͻ .01 was chosen because of the large sample size and the large number of statistical tests across multiple subgroups. Odds ratios were computed by taking exp X , where X is the value of a variable's coefficient in the model. The contribution of each risk component was based on its reduction to the full model's log likelihood. To do this we assessed the difference in log likelihood of the intercept-only model and the full model, which is the explainable variation. The difference in log likelihood for models excluding each risk component was built and compared vs. the full model. The difference was then divided by the explainable variation. We have compared observed and predicted hospital mortality across ICUs but will report these results in a future analysis.
To assess the impact of excess length of hospital stay on the mortality model, we developed an equation that included a term that was used in previous APACHE mortality mod- els (21, 22) . This term was derived by calculating the expected hospital length of stay for survivors, calculating the residual (observed Ϫ expected) for each individual, and then obtaining the mean residual for each ICU. This variable was used to address institutional factors that keep patients in the hospital longer and thus increase their likelihood of hospital death. The accuracy of mortality prediction using the excess length of stay term was compared with the model not including the added terms by comparing Ϫ2 log likelihood for each model. Mortality Predictions Over Time. To evaluate the need to reassess and update models for predicting hospital mortality, we applied the APACHE IV model and two earlier versions of APACHE III to the current (2002) (2003) validation data set. The two earlier versions were a) APACHE III, version H, which was developed and validated using patient data from 1988 to 1989 and included statistically independent equations for 78 disease categories (1, 21); and b) APACHE III, version I, which was developed and validated using patient data from 1993 to 1996 and included statistically independent equations for 94 disease categories (unpublished data). For each model we used the 2002-2003 validation set to assess aggregate discrimination using the AU-ROC, calibration using a Cox chi-square test to evaluate the equivalence of observed and predicted hospital mortality, and goodness-of-fit using the Hosmer-Lemeshow C statistic (29). We used the same models and validation set to assess the equivalence of observed and predicted mortality across disease subgroups that were selected according to clinical importance, frequency, and uniformity of definition.
RESULTS

Characteristics of Hospitals and Critical Care Units.
Of the 45 hospitals studied, 15 (33%) were members of the Council of Teaching Hospitals, 13 (29%) were teaching hospitals that were not members of the Council of Teaching Hospitals, and 17 (38%) were nonteaching hospitals. The mean number of hospital beds was 478 (range 50 -1,030 beds). Among the 45 hospitals, 11 (24%) had Ͻ300 beds, 11 (24%) had 300 -399 beds, eight (18%) had 400 -524 beds, seven (16%) had 525-799 beds, and eight (18%) had Ն800 beds. Geographically, 17 (38%) were located in the Southeast, 14 (31%) in the West, nine (20%) in the Midwest, and five (11%) in the Northeast. Among the 104 units that participated in the study, 40 were mixed medical-surgical, 17 coronary care, 14 surgical, 12 cardiothoracic, 11 medical, seven neurologic, and three trauma.
Exclusions and Patient Characteristics. To develop and validate the APACHE IV model for predicting hospital mortality among patients without CABG surgery, 21,137 patients were excluded for the following reasons: a) missing APS on day 1 (n ϭ 450); b) remaining in the hospital Ͼ365 days (n ϭ 112); c) second or multiple ICU admissions (n ϭ 8,735); d) admission from another ICU (n ϭ 2,760); and d) undergoing CABG surgery (n ϭ 9,180). These exclusions left 110,558 patients for model development and validation.
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the 110,558 patients are shown in Table 3 , and Figure 1 shows the distribution of first ICU day acute physiology scores. Appendix Table 1 lists the 75 nonoperative and Appendix Table 2 the 41 postoperative ICU admission diagnoses used by the APACHE IV model. In aggregate, the 12 most frequent ICU admission diagnoses accounted for 29.8% of all admissions. The 13 residual "other" categories (eight nonoperative and five postoperative) accounted for 12.2% of nonoperative and 17.8% of postoperative admissions.
The APACHE IV Model for Predicting Hospital Mortality. Variables included in the predictive model are shown in Table 1 . The variables include the APS plus additional spline terms, age plus additional spline terms, square root of the previous length of stay plus additional spline terms, emergency surgery, whether a patient was ventilated on ICU day 1, a rescaled GCS score, inability to assess GCS due to sedation or paralysis, thrombolytic therapy for patients with acute myocardial infarction, seven chronic health items, three variables for location before ICU admission, PaO 2 / FIO 2 ratio, and 115 categorical variables for admission diagnoses ("acute myocardial infarction, other" was the default category with no separate coefficient). Thus a total of 142 variables were included in the model resulting in an average of 42 deaths per variable in the validation data set. This indicates that the full model did not contain too many variables relative to the number of outcomes.
Analysis of Aggregate Discrimination and Calibration. The results from applying the APACHE IV model for non-CABG surgery patients to the validation data set are given in Table 4 . The observed and mean predicted mortality were 13.51% and 13.55%, respectively, for an SMR ϭ 0.997 ( p ϭ .76). AU-ROC was 0.88 indicating that the model had excellent discrimination. The Hosmer-Lemeshow chisquare was 16.8 (10 df, p ϭ .08), which is not significant (on the validation set 10 df was used; see Ref. 30, page 188). The model had an adjusted R 2 ϭ .44, indicating that it accounted for 44% of the variation in outcomes. The relative explanatory power for the predictor variables is shown in Figure 2 . The most important variable was the APS, followed by disease group and age. Table 5 shows the observed and mean predicted mortality rates by risk deciles. The largest difference by decile was 1.6%, which occurred in the Ͼ90 -100% decile. Figure 3 graphically displays the close relationship between observed and mean predicted mortality across risk deciles.
Analysis of Predictive Accuracy Within Patient Subgroups. Because splined variables generate predictions based on nonlinear terms, their contribution as APACHE IV predictor variables is best viewed by examining risk over ranges of the variables. The coefficients and mortality probabilities for differing values of the APS, for age, and for previous length of stay are shown in Table 6 . The coefficients for each of these spline terms are automatically calculated at www.criticaloutcomes.cerner.com. The influence of the APS was more pronounced than that for age, and the latter was more influential than previous length of stay. Figure 4 shows how risk increased with increasing APS within four diagnostic groups. Among the 116 ICU admission diagnoses used in the APACHE IV model, 29 (25%) had significant coefficients and 54 (47%) had p values Ͻ.10. The diagnoses for non-CABG surgery patients and the observed and mean predicted mortality, SMR, regression coefficient, and odds ratio for each diagnosis in the validation set are shown in Appendix Tables 1 and 2 . Among the 116 ICU admission diagnoses, there was no significant difference (p Ͻ .01) between observed and mean predicted hospital mortality for 65 (87%) of the 75 nonoperative diagnoses and 40 (98%) of the 41 postoperative diagnoses.
Overall, there was no significant difference (p Ͻ .01) between observed and mean predicted mortality for 105 (91%) of the 116 diagnostic groups. Of the 11 significantly different diagnostic groups, seven had SMRs Ͻ1.00 and four had SMRs Ͼ1.00. For the residual "other" diagnostic categories listed in Appendix Tables 1 and 2 , there Unique relative contribution of each risk factor to hospital mortality prediction. The acute physiology category includes the acute physiology score of Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation III, inability to assess Glasgow Coma Scale, and rescaled Glasgow Coma Scale and PaO 2 /FIO 2 ratio. The admission variables include patient admission source and length of stay before intensive care unit admission. The diagnosis category includes 116 mutually exclusive primary reasons for intensive care unit admission, emergency surgery, and thrombolytic therapy for patients with acute myocardial infarction. was no significant difference between observed and mean predicted hospital mortality for 12 (92%) of the 13 categories.
Appendix Table 3 shows observed and mean predicted mortality, SMR, odds ratio, and the coefficients for each nonsplined variable. The odds ratios for patients having emergency surgery, unable to have the GCS assessed, and ventilated on day 1 were all significantly greater than 1.00. The observed and predicted mortality rates for these patients were within 1%. The odds ratio for patients with acute myocardial infarction who received thrombolytic therapy was 0.56. However, the SMR for this group was 1.54, which indicates poor calibration among these patients. The odds ratio for rescaled GCS was 1.04 for each 1-point increase in score, apart from the increase in the APS that would also occur. Thus a patient with a rescaled GCS ϭ 12 (measured GCS ϭ 3) had an odds ratio of 1.60 compared with a patient with a rescaled GCS ϭ 0 (measured GCS ϭ 15). Increasing PaO 2 /FIO 2 ratios decreased the mortality probability slightly. Except for high values of PaO 2 /FIO 2 , the model's predictions were close to the observed mortality. Each of the chronic health items had significant odds ratios, which ranged from 1.55 to 2.96. Except for patients with lymphoma, the SMRs by chronic health item were close to 1.0. The various admission sources had a nonsignificant odds ratio, except for admission from the operating/recovery room, which had an odds ratio of 0.56. The SMR for each admission sources was close to 1.0.
Each nonsplined APACHE IV predictor variable and its regression coefficient are also available at www.criticaloutcomes. cerner.com. This Web site also provides the ability to automatically calculate spline terms for APS, age, and previous length of stay and to apply both splined and nonsplined terms to arrive at an individual's prediction of mortality.
Impact of Excess Hospital Length of Stay on Mortality Prediction. When the variable reflecting excess length of hospital stay was added to the APACHE IV model, it was highly significant (likelihood ratio chisquare ϭ 73.8, p Ͻ .001). When compared with the model without that term, there was a decline in goodness-of-fit (HosmerLemeshow chi-square went from 16.8 to 25.9) but no change in discrimination (AU-ROC ϭ 0.88 for both models) or SMR (0.997 for both models). Because the excess length of hospital stay variable did not improve model performance and is logistically difficult to calculate, it was not included in the APACHE IV model.
Mortality Prediction for Patients Admitted After CABG Surgery. The original model for predicting hospital mortality after CABG surgery (23) was remodeled in 1998 using data for 3,689 patients admitted during 1993 through 1996. The remodeled equation (APACHE III-CABG, version I) was revalidated using our current data for 9,180 patients admitted during 2002 and 2003. Observed mortality was 2.16% and predicted mortality was 2.16% for an SMR of 0.997 (chi-square ϭ 0.002, p ϭ .96). Given the low mortality rate and excellent SMR, we did not remodel this equation and have included it as a part of APACHE IV.
APACHE Mortality Predictions Over Time. Aggregate hospital mortality predictions using APACHE IV and APACHE III, versions H and I, in the current validation data set are shown in Table 4 . Discrimination did not decline for the three models, but calibration as measured by the SMR and Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic declined for version I and deteriorated further for version H. Table 7 shows how applying the three models affected the SMR for diagnostic groups chosen because their frequency and definitions were constant across versions. APACHE IV performed significantly better than APACHE III version I for patients with sepsis (nonurinary tract), cardiac arrest, and noncardiac pulmonary edema (acute respiratory distress syn- 
DISCUSSION
APACHE IV was developed because the accuracy of APACHE III changed significantly over the last decade. The APACHE IV model has excellent discrimination (AU-ROC ϭ 0.88), and aggregate predicted hospital mortality (13.51%) is statistically identical to observed 13.55% (p ϭ .76) for the validation data set. Calibration is excellent with a nonsignificant HosmerLemeshow C statistic (16.8, p ϭ .08) despite the large validation sample size. The difference between observed and mean predicted hospital mortality across risk deciles is 0.1-0.4% except for the 70 -80% decile (1.1%) and 90 -100% decile (1.6%). For most subgroups, the ratio of observed to mean predicted hospital mortality is near 1.0, and 90% of the SMRs within disease groups are not significantly different from 1.0. Although a smaller sample size for some disease groups caused a low power of detection, the relative magnitude of observed mortality correlated well with that of predicted risk. Because of its accuracy for U.S. patients, APACHE IV can be used to benchmark ICU performance using aggregate SMRs to assess quality of care and disease-specific SMRs to evaluate outcomes for patient subgroups. To enhance this application, APACHE IV has been placed in the public domain via a Web site spreadsheet that provides the ability to predict individual patient mortality.
Several factors are likely to account for the accuracy of APACHE IV mortality predictions. First, APACHE IV is based on the successful use of physiologic abnormalities for risk adjustment, which accounted for 66% of the model's explanatory power. Because the APS was splined a simple odds ratio is not possible, but as shown in Table 6 and Figure 3 , the predicted mortality consistently increases with an increasing APS. Second, the accuracy of physiologic risk adjustment was improved by adding rescaled PaO 2 /FIO 2 and GCS variables and by reducing the impact of defaulting the GCS to a normal value when sedation or paralysis made direct assessment impossible. Third, we improved case-mix adjustment by increasing the precision of disease labeling. ICU admission diagnosis accounts for 17% of the model's explanatory power, b the coefficients for age and the spline terms were 0.0242, Ϫ0.00000439, 0.00005, Ϫ0.00013, 0.000109606, and Ϫ0.000027572. The last five coefficients emanate from using knots at age ϭ 27, 51, 64, 74, 86, respectively; c the coefficients for previous length of stay and the spline terms were Ϫ0.3105, 1.4747, Ϫ2.8619, 1.4216590103, and Ϫ0.034445822. The last four coefficients emanate from using knots at previous length of stay ϭ 3 hrs, 10 hrs, 19 hrs, and 2.8 days, respectively; d default disease group is acute myocardial infarction (AMI) other, thrombolytic therapy ϭ no Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) ϭ 15, PaO 2 /FIO 2 ϭ 385.7, no chronic health items, direct admission, non-ventilated, unable ϭ no, and emergency surgery ϭ no.
and we believe that expanding the number of diagnostic coefficients to 116 was a major factor in improving predictive accuracy. Fourth, we used advanced statistical methods, particularly the expanded use of splines for age (9% of explanatory power), APS, and prior length of stay variables. Finally, we continued to adjust for the prognostic impact of patient location before ICU admission (11, 12) and incorporated new variables based on data availability and published information about their independent prognostic impact.
The same factors that account for the accuracy of APACHE IV predictions also contribute to its complexity. There are 142 variables in the mortality equation, although most (115) are disease groups. In all nine sets of variables are measured age, APS, chronic health comorbidities, previous length of stay, ventilator status, thrombolytic therapy for patients with acute myocardial infarction, emergency surgery, admission source, and ICU admission diagnosis. Two additional variables, unable to assess GCS and PaO 2 /FIO 2 ratio, are assessed during the recording of components of the APS. The heaviest data burden involves collecting the 16 measurements that make up the APS.
We believe the complexity of APACHE IV is best addressed by excellent training and information technology. To ensure thorough training for data collection, there is a Web-based training manual at www.criticaloutcomes.cerner.com. Automated collection of APS variables provides one example of how information technology can reduce data collection effort and improve data reliability (30, 31). Laboratory data are captured electronically, worst values identified, and derived physiologic variables calculated. Each spline term is calculated automatically, and regression coefficients for all splined and nonsplined variables are used to automatically calculate both individual and group mortality predictions. Data collection effort is also reduced and reliability enhanced by the use of computerized pick lists. For example, a "pick list" of 430 ICU admission diagnoses uses a hierarchy of operative status and body system to simplify selection of an ICU admission diagnosis. APACHE IV is also available at www.criticaloutcomes.cerner.com. This Web site supports manual data entry, automatically calculates spline terms, provides regression coefficients, and calculates predicted mortality.
Our analysis of predictive accuracy over time showed that estimates of aggregate hospital mortality deteriorated progressively for older APACHE III versions. Aggregate hospital mortality was overpredicted, SMR fell, and the HosmerLemeshow statistic deteriorated (Table  5 ). This systematic overestimation of mortality has been reported in other U.S. studies (5, 32) and called "grade inflation" (33). It is overly simplistic, however, to attribute overestimates of mortality to aggregate improvements in ICU therapy. Reductions in mortality from critical illness are typically related to treatment advances that are disease specific. These advances have included new drugs (e.g., drotrecogin alpha [activated]), new technologies (e.g., noninvasive positive pressure ventilation), or new techniques (e.g., low tidal volume ventilation, goal-directed hemodynamic support in sepsis). We speculate that these advances might account for the improved hospital survival and significant overestimation of mortality by APACHE III for patients with sepsis, emphysema or bronchitis, and noncardiac pulmonary edema shown in Table 7 . In contrast, for patients admitted for cardiac arrest, hospital survival declined and mortality was progressively underestimated by APACHE III. These changes might be related to recent changes in end-of-life care (34, 35). These findings, together with the marked variations in mortality for specific diagnoses within body system categories (Appendix Tables  1 and 2) , support the importance of more precise adjustment for ICU admission diagnosis in prognostic models.
In developing APACHE IV we used published information to improve prognostic accuracy. A consistent policy of recording inability to assess neurologic status due to sedation or paralysis (4, 36) allowed us to reduce the predictive inaccuracies caused by defaulting the GCS to normal values (8) .
Including an "unable to assess GCS" variable had a significant impact on mortality (odds ratio ϭ 2.19), whereas observed vs. predicted mortality ratios by GCS interval remained in good agreement. We also tested the use of mechanical ventilation (3, 37, 38) and thrombolytic therapy for pa- tients with acute myocardial infarction (39, 40) as model variables. The increased accuracy of mortality predictions within precisely defined disease categories is also supported by published reports. For example, predicted mortality by infection site in sepsis ranged from 19.4% for urinary tract to 42.3% for gastrointestinal. These differences in outcome by infection site differ in magnitude but are consistent with findings from the PROWESS study (41). Variation in APACHE IV-predicted mortality for patients with different types and locations of acute myocardial infarction is also similar to previous findings (42, 43). The increased complexity of APACHE IV represents a continued departure from the simplification that characterized APACHE II (44) and other secondgeneration prognostic scoring systems. A recently developed automated risk adjustment system for Veterans Affairs ICUs (45-47) is similar to APACHE IV in its complexity and emphasis on information technology. We also know that the accuracy of older prognostic models such as APACHE II has deteriorated over time, and they lack predictor variables of proven prognostic significance (1, 21) . For these reasons, APACHE II mortality predictions, even when recalibrated in large contemporary databases, are likely to be inaccurate due to the absence of multiple predictor variables. Based on the absence of critical variables and the limits of recalibration, we recommend that APACHE II no longer be used to compare observed and predicted mortality. We believe, however, that the APACHE II score continues to be a useful summary measure of severity of illness.
In the future, prognostic models are likely to become even more complex and dependent on information technology. They may require additional treatment variables (48 -52), adjustment for treatment limitations (14, 53, 54), and further diagnostic precision. For example, in this study observed mortality for patients with neurologic infection reflected the average death rate for patients with brain abscess (25%), encephalitis (5%), and meningitis (11%). Predicted mortality (11.4%) was significantly different ( p Ͻ .01) from observed (17.9%), but accuracy would likely improve if patient numbers were sufficient to develop coefficients for each type of neurologic infection.
The APACHE IV model is subject to several limitations. First, it is unlikely that accurate mortality predictions will be possible in other countries. APACHE IV was developed and validated only in U.S. ICUs. International differences in bed availability, ICU structure, patient referral, selection criteria, and care before and after ICU are likely to have an adverse impact on predictive accuracy (7, 9, 13, (55) (56) (57) . Second, the use of data from ICUs that purchased an APACHE system represents a selection bias. Despite being collected in 45 hospitals with variations in bed size, teaching status, and geographical regions, our data might not be nationally representative. Third, although the sample size in this analysis was large, the results of the logistic regression analysis may have been influenced by the random assignment of patients to training or validation data sets. Although the actual values of the coefficients might change with a different sampling assignment, the small standard errors for the major variables and relatively narrow confidence intervals around the odds ratios suggest that uncertainty is not large. Fourth, prediction for an individual contains variance. For example, for three selected patients where the predicted probabilities were 5.0%, 20.0%, and 40.0% (data not shown), the 95% confidence intervals were (3.9%, 6.5%), (16.8%, 23.7%), and (36.3%, 43.8%), respectively. Thus, a prediction is only an approximate indicator of an individual's probability of mortality. Fifth, the use of aggregate SMR as an ICU performance benchmark is limited by factors that are not directly related to quality of care. These factors include the frequency of treatment limitations, early discharge to skilled nursing facilities, and care before and after ICU admission (14, 16). Sixth, we anticipate that the accuracy of APACHE IV will deteriorate in the future. New knowledge, new therapies, wider use of low tidal volume ventilation and drotrecogin alpha (activated), and changes in end-of-life care make it likely that the model will need to be revised and updated.
CONCLUSIONS
Prognostic estimates derived from predictive models become increasingly inaccurate as the time between their development, updating, and application increases. Mortality tends to be underestimated, but changes are not uniform and may be related to disease specific changes in therapy. Predictive models require periodic retesting, and when accuracy deteriorates they should be reestimated and variables with demonstrated prognostic significance tested for inclusion. APACHE IV predictions of hospital mortality have excellent 
